ACADEMY UNIFORM
Our uniform shows we are all part of one school and it should be worn with pride. We have high expectations of
all our pupils and our uniform policy reflects this.

CURRENT PRICES
(as at 1 September 2018)
Polo shirt

£6.00

Black V neck jumper

£13.50

Black V neck cardigan

£13.50

Skirt

£10.00

Blue PE top

£11.40

Black PE shorts

£8.90

Black socks

£5.50

Tracksuit top**

£17.70

Tracksuit bottoms*

£13.35

Rugby Shirt*

£13.00

* Optional
** Optional but if worn must have school logo
Prices are for guidance only and may be
subject to slight increase

JEWELLERY

HAIR COLOUR/HAIRSTYLES

One pair of studs may be worn if ears are pierced. A watch
may be worn (not a ‘smart’ watch). No other jewellery is
allowed. Hooped earrings of any size, stretchers or flesh
tunnels which can be dangerous in any environment are
not allowed. We reserve the right to confiscate any items
considered inappropriate. They will be returned to
parents/carers on request. Body piercing, including facial
piercing of any kind, is not allowed in the school.

The colouring of parts of the hair where there is a
complete contrast to the main colour is not permitted.
Hair colour which is not considered to be natural e.g.
blue, green, red and purple are not permitted.

MAKE UP
A discreet application of make up and use of light
foundation and mascara is acceptable. Fake tan and any
other similar products which are clearly visible are not
permitted. False/acrylic nails are not permitted in school
for health and safety reasons.

BAGS
Pupils are expected to carry a bag with them each day.
The bag should be designed to provide protection in bad
weather for books and equipment and carry the basic
equipment required each day: pen, pencil, ruler and
planner as well as PE kit. It is expected that pupils will
carry these bags with them at all times, or leave them in

PE
At Crofton Academy we believe PE is vitally important in setting up healthy living habits for life. We insist that no pupil
misses PE. If a pupil is injured or ill a note must be sent to the PE teacher to excuse them from physical activity. Pupils
must bring their kit to every PE lesson as even if they are unfit to exercise they can still learn and participate safely in a

*PE kit items are obtainable only in school as they have the trademarked Crofton Academy logo.

The academy reserves the right to make a final decision on what is an
acceptable standard of dress. Pupils who fail to follow the school Uniform
Policy will be subject to the range of sanctions as outlined in the
Behaviour for Learning Policy

ACCEPTABLE UNIFORM

UNACCEPTABLE UNIFORM
Some (but not limited) of the styles we will not accept

PE UNIFORM

